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Examples of Possible Combination of Accessory Parts of the Compact Series 

ACCTAPL
Air purge collar, 
laminar
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ACCTFB2 
Mounting brcket 
(2-hole)
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D08ACCTLST / 
ACCTOEMLST
OEM laser sighting tool

Sensing head 
with laser  
sighting tool

ACCTMG 
Mounting fork 

Device adjustab-
le in two axes

ACCTFB - Mouting 
bracket for M12x1 
sensing head

D06ACCTMHS 
Massive housing,
stainless steel

ACCTAPMH  
Air purge collar,
stainless steel

Massive housing 
with air purge 
collar

ACCTMB  
Mounting bolt 

ACCTAB
Device adjustab-
le in two axes

=

Mechanical Accessories

ACCTFB / 
ACCTFBMH /
ACCTFB2 
Mounting bracket, 
adjustable in one axis 
(M12x1-sensing head, 
massive housing, 
2-hole for M12x1)

ACCTMB
Mounting bolt for 
M12x1 sensing 
head, adjustable in 
one axis

ACCTCF / ACCTPW
CF ancillary lens or pro-
tective window for M12x1 
sensing head
ACCTCFHT / ACCTPWHT
for 1M, 2M, 3M

ACCTCFE / ACCTPWE 
CF ancillary lens or protec-
tive window, for air purge 
collar (laminar) or massive 
housing
ACCTCFHTE / ACCTPWHTE
for 1M, 2M, 3M

D08ACCTLST
ACCTOEMLST
OEM laser sighting tool, 
supply via CT electronic 
box or batteries

ACCTRAM
Right angle mirror for 
measurement with 90° to 
sensor axis

ACCTPA + ACCTST20
Sighting tube (20 mm)and 
pipe adapter, for M12x1  
sensing head
ACCTST40 40 mm length
ACCTST88 88 mm length

ACCTMG
Mounting fork for 
M12x1 sensing 
head, adjustable in 
two axes

ACCTRAIL
Rail mount adapter, 
for CT electronic 
box

ACCTCOV
Closed cover, 
for CT electronic 
box

Optical Accessories

ACCSAP
Air purge collar, 
for M12x1 sensing head

ACCTAPMH 
Air purge collar, 
for massive housing 

ACCTAPL 
Air purge collar laminar, 
for M12x1 sensing head

ACCTAP
Air purge collar, available 
in anodized aluminium or 
stainless steel, for M12x1 
sensing head

Massive housing, available 
in brass (D06ACCTMHB), 
anodized aluminium 
(D06ACCTMHA) or stainless 
steel (D06ACCTMHS)

Air purges and protective housings

ACCTTAS
Tilt assembly for 
measuring heads 
with optical 



Accessories

ACCTLFB
Mounting bracket, 
adjustable in one axis

ACCTLAB
Mounting bracket, 
adjustable in two axes

ACCTLAP
Air purge collar

ACCTLW
Water cooled housing

ACCJCTL
Cooling jacket

ACCJAB
Mounting bracket,
for cooling jacket, 
adjustable in two axes

ACHAMA
Mounting adapter, 
for protective pipe or 
cooling jacket 

ACHAST300 / ACHAPA
Sighting tube and pipe 
adapter for cooling jacket

ACCTRAIL
Rail mount adapter
for CT electronic box

ACCTCOV
Closed cover for CT  
electronic box

CT electronic box
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ACHAMA 
Mounting adapter

+ =

+ =

ACHAST300 / ACHAPA 
Sighting tube and pipe 
adapter

ACCTLRM     
Furnace wall 
mount

ACCTRAIL - Rail 
mount adapter

Electronic box with 
rail mount adapter

CT electronic box

ACCTLAP
Air purge collar

ACCTLW - Water 
cooled housing

ACCTCOV
Closed cover

Box without access 
to settings

High Performance Series

Cooling / Protec-
tion for sensing 
head

Examples of possible combinations of accessories for High Performance Series
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